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Developers use Ubuntu because they can use the same tools they are familiar with -
nclteach ====== brudgers Press can be misleading. It often is when there are no

contextual facts on point. Here, with an author who has only 5 stories and only one mention
of technology, Ubuntu can't and doesn't reflect on the article's point. Microsoft's experience

was similar: [ The larger issue is how will the continuing rollout affect Ubuntu's
marketability? Will Ubuntu move more toward the PC as a platform, as in marketshare, or

more toward mobile apps? Only time will tell. and so it begins… Boring Social Media
Boringness is the default for most social media accounts. Don’t let that get you down, but
you should know about it. Boring or not, it’s just one of the reasons social media platforms

are so big. Boring is often a key reason why people feel the most comfortable creating
accounts and engaging on social media. And if you don’t understand why you shouldn’t let

boringness get you down, you’re missing out. Boring doesn’
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